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guides to the fidic contract traditionally have been geared towards highlighting the legal aspects of claims arising

from the contract this text focuses on the practical administration of the contract recognizing the growing tendency

for projects to be administered by local employers consultants and contractors rather than by international

organizations the first user s guide to the national electrical code r explains basic principles of the nec r nfpa s 2002

edition details and explains the basic nec principles you must know to work effectively with the world s most widely

used building code written by h brooke stauffer director of codes standards at the national electrical contractor s

association user s guide to the national electric code is the ideal starting point for electrical apprentices and a useful

reference for experienced pros launch your career in the electrical field or get the nec background you ve been

missing learn how to find your way around the 2002 nec through text explaining what s covered in each chapter of

the nec use it alongside your 2002 code how the national electrical code works with other nfpa electrical standards

and building codes the nec consensus development process and the significance of tias and formal interpretations

the user s guide offers expert analyses of technical requirements the kind of information it can take years to acquire

the difference between gfpe and gfci equipment why terminals for ungrounded hot conductors must be color

distinguishable from the silver or white usedfor grounded conductors reasons to use a multiwire branch circuit the

nec tells you how to install it only the user s guide tells you why find examples of tvss transient voltage surge

suppressors and hundreds of other explanations brilliant and highly entertaining this book is essential reading for

every leader regardless of age or experience admiral william mcraven author of make your bed what if you could

learn how to expect the unexpected in business like in life foresight is crucial for avoiding pitfalls and disaster and

yet it s something we spend nearly no time developing retired four star general stan mcchrystal has lived a life

associated with the deadly risks of combat he has been forced to analyse and prepare for situations he didn t even

know were possible as a business consultant he has seen how hundreds of individuals and organizations too often

and to great cost fail to mitigate risk why because they focus on the probability of something happening instead of

the interface through which any and all risks can be managed in risk a user s guide mcchrystal presents a new

system of responding to risk he lays out ten dimensions of control which we can adjust at any given time no matter

the context narrative bias action timing adaptability communication technology diversity structure and leadership

drawing on compelling examples ranging from military history to the business world and offering infinitely practical

exercises to improve preparedness mcchrystal illustrates how these ten factors are almost always in effect and how

by considering them constantly individuals and organizations can exert mastery over every conceivable sort of risk

that they might face we may not be able to see into the future but risk gives us a framework for improving our

resistance and building a strong defense against what we know and what we don t a brilliant user s guide that
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demonstrates how managing risk is about how we lead rather than getting mathematical equations right annie duke

bestselling author of thinking in bets and how to decide measured meticulous and filled with practical pragmatic

wisdom from both war and peace mcchrystal s clear eyed unsentimental guidance cuts to the heart of our precarious

existence a must read leadership bible james kerr bestselling author of legacy an essential playbook on mastering all

dimensions of risk for soldiers educators ceos entrepreneurs government leaders and everyone in between keith

krach former undersecretary of state and ceo of docusign ibm s definitive db2 udb v7 1 application development

reference and exam study guide for the os 390 and z os platforms an official ibm self study guide for the db2 udb v7

1 family application development exam 514 expert db2 programming tips techniques and guidelines from application

development experts covers data structures sql stored procedures programming language environments debugging

tuning and more cd rom contains complete db2 application development sample exam the definitive authoritative

guide to db2 os 390 application development certification covers data structures sql stored procedures programming

language environments debugging tuning and much more includes a full section on object relational programming

and other advanced techniques sample test questions help you prepare for the ibm db2 udb v7 1 family application

development exam 514 about the cd the cd rom included with this book contains a complete db2 udb v7 1 family

application development exam 514 sample exam ibm db2 udb version 7 1 for os 390 and z os delivers unparalleled

performance scalability and reliability in today s enterprise business environments now there s a complete

authoritative guide to developing applications with db2 udb v7 1 in both os 390 and z os environments and preparing

for the ibm db2 udb v7 1 family application development exam 514 this comprehensive day to day guide to db2 udb

application development is also the only book that delivers the depth of knowledge professionals need to pass ibm s

challenging application development exam for the os 390 and z osplatforms ibm gold consultant susan lawson

presents hundreds of useful tips practical techniques and expert guidelines for every facet of db2 udb application

development and every stage of the development process for both os 390 and z os platforms coverage includes

foundations for effective db2 development including an overview of the db2 udb product family and db2 for os 390

data structures sql basic concepts and coding techniques through advanced olap features star schemas and star

joins stored procedures including the sql procedure language and ibm s stored procedure builder best practices for

application testing debugging and performance tuning the full range of db2 development tools including odbc cli java

tm cobol c c rexx caf cics and rrsaf object relational programming including user defined functions user defined data

types and triggers in depth coverage of locking and concurrency whether you re developing for db2 udb v7 1 in an

os 390 or z os environment managing db2 udb v7 1 application development preparing for db2 udb v7 1 family

application development or all three db2 udb for os 390 version 7 1 application certification guide will be your single

most valuable resource ibm db2 series please provide course information please provide do you want to learn to

navigate your new macbook pro 2021 would you want to learn about every exciting new feature on the new
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macbook pro with hacks tips and tricks then this user guide book is perfect for you the macbook pro models are

unarguably one of the best computers in the market today with a great deal of exceptional capabilities and first class

features this book encompasses all you need to know about the macbook pro 2021 with m1 max chip its

accessories and more this book goes beyond the technical know how of your computer to guide you through new

macbook pro and the macos 12 monterrey operating system in this guide you will learn about the fine features of the

macbook pro 2021 discover how to use your new macbook pro to its fullest potential learn how to set up your new

macbook pro find out everything you need to know about backing up your macbook pro with time machine learn how

to manage physical disks creating and managing partitions on your macbook pro discover all you need to know

about how to make and receive calls and send and receive messages on the new macbook pro and so much more

this book is your go to guide for a comprehensive overview of how to use the new macbook pro order your copy

now and start navigating through your macbook pro like a pro matlab is used in a wide range of geoscientific

applications e g for image processing in remote sensing for creating and processing digital elevation models and for

analyzing time series this book introduces readers to matlab based data analysis methods used in the geosciences

including basic statistics for univariate bivariate and multivariate datasets time series analysis signal processing the

analysis of spatial and directional data and image analysis the revised and updated fifth edition includes seven new

sections and the majority of the chapters have been rewritten and significantly expanded new sections include error

analysis the problem of classical linear regression of log transformed data aligning stratigraphic sequences the

normalized difference vegetation index aitchison s log ratio transformation graphical representation of spherical data

and statistics of spherical data the book also includes numerous examples demonstrating how matlab can be used

on datasets from the earth sciences the supplementary electronic material available online through springerlink

contains recipes that include all the matlab commands featured in the book and the sample data how can i use

essbase to analyze data with millions of users world wide essbase seems to be everywhere these days and now it s

a part of your life you want to slice and dice data analyze information and make highly formatted spreadsheet

retrievals you re sure essbase is the answer and thank goodness your boss bought copies of this book for your

entire department this book is your key to unlocking the world of analysis through essbase you will learn how to

connect to essbase databases and retrieve data what is multi dimensionality and why should you care the basics of

essbases end user add ins for adhoc analysis steps to creating highly formatted reports and templates that you can

use month after month creation and saving of advanced analytic queries using the query designers once

warehoused in institutions many severely handicapped individuals are now living in community residences yet there

are few resource materials available for those who face the difficult task of planning and operating these residences

a user s guide to community entry for the severely handicapped offers practical guidance for creating the most home

like least restrictive residential settings committed to the right of all individuals to live in their home community
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pancsofar and blackwell address topics of vital concern to residential planners administrators and direct care

personnel the guide covers administrative and programmatic issues offering a wealth of suggestions examples forms

and checklists it is a valuable special education textbook and reference work and an excellent resource for families

the authors have revised and updated this bestseller to include both the oracle8i and new oracle9i internet savvy

database products infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic

centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects this textbook provides students with the

background knowledge and skills necessary to begin using the basic functions and features of z vm version 5

release 3 it is part of a series of textbooks designed to introduce students to mainframe concepts and help prepare

them for a career in large systems computing for optimal learning students are assumed to be literate in personal

computing and have some computer science or information systems background others who will benefit from this

textbook include z os professionals who would like to expand their knowledge of other aspects of the mainframe

computing environment this course can be used as a prerequisite to understanding linux on system z after reading

this textbook and working through the exercises the student will have received a basic understanding of the following

topics the series z hardware concept and the history of the mainframe virtualization technology in general and how it

is exploited by z vm operating systems that can run as guest systems under z vm z vm components the z vm control

program and commands the interactive environment under z vm cms and its commands z vm planning and

administration implementing the networking capabilities of z vm tools to monitor the performance of z vm systems

and guest operating systems the rexx programming language and cms pipelines security issues when running z vm

what is ibm multi factor authentication mfa ibm mfa consists of the following elements something that you know such

as a personal identification number pin or a password something that you are such as a finger print or retinal scan

something that you have such as a hard token for example a key fob or soft token which is software based this ibm

redpapertm publication helps you install customize and configure ibm mfa for z os v1 1 0 it also provides information

that is based on our experience in a controlled environment neither a starting linux book nor a dry reference manual

this book has a lot to offer to those coming to fedora from other operating systems or distros behdad esfahbod

fedora developer this book will get you up to speed quickly on fedora linux a securely designed linux distribution that

includes a massive selection of free software packages fedora is hardened out of the box it s easy to install and

extensively customizable and this book shows you how to make fedora work for you fedora linux a complete guide to

red hat s community distribution will take you deep into essential fedora tasks and activities by presenting them in

easy to learn modules from installation and configuration through advanced topics such as administration security

and virtualization this book captures the important details of how fedora core works without the fluff that bogs down

other books and help how to web sites instead you can learn from a concise task based approach to using fedora as

both a desktop and server operating system in this book you ll learn how to install fedora and perform basic
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administrative tasks configure the kde and gnome desktops get power management working on your notebook

computer and hop on a wired or wireless network find install and update any of the thousands of packages available

for fedora perform backups increase reliability with raid and manage your disks with logical volumes set up a server

with file sharing dns dhcp email a server and more work with fedora s security features including selinux pam and

access control lists acls whether you are running the stable version of fedora core or bleeding edge rawhide

releases this book has something for every level of user the modular lab based approach not only shows you how

things work but also explains why and provides you with the answers you need to get up and running with fedora

linux chris tyler is a computer consultant and a professor of computer studies at seneca college in toronto canada

where he teaches courses on linux and x window system administration he has worked on systems ranging from

embedded data converters to multics mainframes aandacht voor de ontwikkeling van groei en opbrengstmodellen a

perennial bestseller the digital avionics handbook offers a comprehensive view of avionics complete with case

studies of avionics architectures as well as examples of modern systems flying on current military and civil aircraft

this third edition includes ten brand new chapters covering new topics and emerging trends significant restructuring

to deliver a more coherent and cohesive story updates to all existing chapters to reflect the latest software and

technologies featuring discussions of new data bus and display concepts involving retina scanning speech interaction

and synthetic vision the digital avionics handbook third edition provides practicing and aspiring electrical aerospace

avionics and control systems engineers with a pragmatic look at the present state of the art of avionics a complete

guide to hp vue for the beginning day to day user this indispensable book covers over 100 of the most useful hp ux

commands including real world screen displays to illustrates concepts dozens of tips to save keyboard strokes and

increase productivity and hints and suggestions for customizing hp vue setup files for your specific needs
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User's guide for the QPSNordic : General Nordic Questionnaire for

psychological and social factors at work

2000

guides to the fidic contract traditionally have been geared towards highlighting the legal aspects of claims arising

from the contract this text focuses on the practical administration of the contract recognizing the growing tendency

for projects to be administered by local employers consultants and contractors rather than by international

organizations

General GOAL Programming Users Manual

1976

the first user s guide to the national electrical code r explains basic principles of the nec r nfpa s 2002 edition details

and explains the basic nec principles you must know to work effectively with the world s most widely used building

code written by h brooke stauffer director of codes standards at the national electrical contractor s association user s

guide to the national electric code is the ideal starting point for electrical apprentices and a useful reference for

experienced pros launch your career in the electrical field or get the nec background you ve been missing learn how

to find your way around the 2002 nec through text explaining what s covered in each chapter of the nec use it

alongside your 2002 code how the national electrical code works with other nfpa electrical standards and building

codes the nec consensus development process and the significance of tias and formal interpretations the user s

guide offers expert analyses of technical requirements the kind of information it can take years to acquire the

difference between gfpe and gfci equipment why terminals for ungrounded hot conductors must be color

distinguishable from the silver or white usedfor grounded conductors reasons to use a multiwire branch circuit the

nec tells you how to install it only the user s guide tells you why find examples of tvss transient voltage surge

suppressors and hundreds of other explanations

General user's supplement

1992

brilliant and highly entertaining this book is essential reading for every leader regardless of age or experience

admiral william mcraven author of make your bed what if you could learn how to expect the unexpected in business
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like in life foresight is crucial for avoiding pitfalls and disaster and yet it s something we spend nearly no time

developing retired four star general stan mcchrystal has lived a life associated with the deadly risks of combat he

has been forced to analyse and prepare for situations he didn t even know were possible as a business consultant

he has seen how hundreds of individuals and organizations too often and to great cost fail to mitigate risk why

because they focus on the probability of something happening instead of the interface through which any and all

risks can be managed in risk a user s guide mcchrystal presents a new system of responding to risk he lays out ten

dimensions of control which we can adjust at any given time no matter the context narrative bias action timing

adaptability communication technology diversity structure and leadership drawing on compelling examples ranging

from military history to the business world and offering infinitely practical exercises to improve preparedness

mcchrystal illustrates how these ten factors are almost always in effect and how by considering them constantly

individuals and organizations can exert mastery over every conceivable sort of risk that they might face we may not

be able to see into the future but risk gives us a framework for improving our resistance and building a strong

defense against what we know and what we don t a brilliant user s guide that demonstrates how managing risk is

about how we lead rather than getting mathematical equations right annie duke bestselling author of thinking in bets

and how to decide measured meticulous and filled with practical pragmatic wisdom from both war and peace

mcchrystal s clear eyed unsentimental guidance cuts to the heart of our precarious existence a must read leadership

bible james kerr bestselling author of legacy an essential playbook on mastering all dimensions of risk for soldiers

educators ceos entrepreneurs government leaders and everyone in between keith krach former undersecretary of

state and ceo of docusign

FIDIC User's Guide

2001

ibm s definitive db2 udb v7 1 application development reference and exam study guide for the os 390 and z os

platforms an official ibm self study guide for the db2 udb v7 1 family application development exam 514 expert db2

programming tips techniques and guidelines from application development experts covers data structures sql stored

procedures programming language environments debugging tuning and more cd rom contains complete db2

application development sample exam the definitive authoritative guide to db2 os 390 application development

certification covers data structures sql stored procedures programming language environments debugging tuning and

much more includes a full section on object relational programming and other advanced techniques sample test

questions help you prepare for the ibm db2 udb v7 1 family application development exam 514 about the cd the cd

rom included with this book contains a complete db2 udb v7 1 family application development exam 514 sample
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exam ibm db2 udb version 7 1 for os 390 and z os delivers unparalleled performance scalability and reliability in

today s enterprise business environments now there s a complete authoritative guide to developing applications with

db2 udb v7 1 in both os 390 and z os environments and preparing for the ibm db2 udb v7 1 family application

development exam 514 this comprehensive day to day guide to db2 udb application development is also the only

book that delivers the depth of knowledge professionals need to pass ibm s challenging application development

exam for the os 390 and z osplatforms ibm gold consultant susan lawson presents hundreds of useful tips practical

techniques and expert guidelines for every facet of db2 udb application development and every stage of the

development process for both os 390 and z os platforms coverage includes foundations for effective db2

development including an overview of the db2 udb product family and db2 for os 390 data structures sql basic

concepts and coding techniques through advanced olap features star schemas and star joins stored procedures

including the sql procedure language and ibm s stored procedure builder best practices for application testing

debugging and performance tuning the full range of db2 development tools including odbc cli java tm cobol c c rexx

caf cics and rrsaf object relational programming including user defined functions user defined data types and triggers

in depth coverage of locking and concurrency whether you re developing for db2 udb v7 1 in an os 390 or z os

environment managing db2 udb v7 1 application development preparing for db2 udb v7 1 family application

development or all three db2 udb for os 390 version 7 1 application certification guide will be your single most

valuable resource ibm db2 series

Parklawn Computer Center User 's Guide

1987

please provide course information please provide

User's Guide to the National Electrical Code

2004-02

do you want to learn to navigate your new macbook pro 2021 would you want to learn about every exciting new

feature on the new macbook pro with hacks tips and tricks then this user guide book is perfect for you the macbook

pro models are unarguably one of the best computers in the market today with a great deal of exceptional

capabilities and first class features this book encompasses all you need to know about the macbook pro 2021 with

m1 max chip its accessories and more this book goes beyond the technical know how of your computer to guide you

through new macbook pro and the macos 12 monterrey operating system in this guide you will learn about the fine
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features of the macbook pro 2021 discover how to use your new macbook pro to its fullest potential learn how to set

up your new macbook pro find out everything you need to know about backing up your macbook pro with time

machine learn how to manage physical disks creating and managing partitions on your macbook pro discover all you

need to know about how to make and receive calls and send and receive messages on the new macbook pro and

so much more this book is your go to guide for a comprehensive overview of how to use the new macbook pro order

your copy now and start navigating through your macbook pro like a pro

Police Allocation Manual User's Guide

1991

matlab is used in a wide range of geoscientific applications e g for image processing in remote sensing for creating

and processing digital elevation models and for analyzing time series this book introduces readers to matlab based

data analysis methods used in the geosciences including basic statistics for univariate bivariate and multivariate

datasets time series analysis signal processing the analysis of spatial and directional data and image analysis the

revised and updated fifth edition includes seven new sections and the majority of the chapters have been rewritten

and significantly expanded new sections include error analysis the problem of classical linear regression of log

transformed data aligning stratigraphic sequences the normalized difference vegetation index aitchison s log ratio

transformation graphical representation of spherical data and statistics of spherical data the book also includes

numerous examples demonstrating how matlab can be used on datasets from the earth sciences the supplementary

electronic material available online through springerlink contains recipes that include all the matlab commands

featured in the book and the sample data

General Aircraft Maintenance Manual

1970

how can i use essbase to analyze data with millions of users world wide essbase seems to be everywhere these

days and now it s a part of your life you want to slice and dice data analyze information and make highly formatted

spreadsheet retrievals you re sure essbase is the answer and thank goodness your boss bought copies of this book

for your entire department this book is your key to unlocking the world of analysis through essbase you will learn

how to connect to essbase databases and retrieve data what is multi dimensionality and why should you care the

basics of essbases end user add ins for adhoc analysis steps to creating highly formatted reports and templates that

you can use month after month creation and saving of advanced analytic queries using the query designers
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A user's guide to the general health questionnaire

2006

once warehoused in institutions many severely handicapped individuals are now living in community residences yet

there are few resource materials available for those who face the difficult task of planning and operating these

residences a user s guide to community entry for the severely handicapped offers practical guidance for creating the

most home like least restrictive residential settings committed to the right of all individuals to live in their home

community pancsofar and blackwell address topics of vital concern to residential planners administrators and direct

care personnel the guide covers administrative and programmatic issues offering a wealth of suggestions examples

forms and checklists it is a valuable special education textbook and reference work and an excellent resource for

families

Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks

1995

the authors have revised and updated this bestseller to include both the oracle8i and new oracle9i internet savvy

database products

PDQ User Guide

1986

infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also

celebrates people companies and projects

Risk

2021-10-07

this textbook provides students with the background knowledge and skills necessary to begin using the basic

functions and features of z vm version 5 release 3 it is part of a series of textbooks designed to introduce students

to mainframe concepts and help prepare them for a career in large systems computing for optimal learning students

are assumed to be literate in personal computing and have some computer science or information systems

background others who will benefit from this textbook include z os professionals who would like to expand their
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knowledge of other aspects of the mainframe computing environment this course can be used as a prerequisite to

understanding linux on system z after reading this textbook and working through the exercises the student will have

received a basic understanding of the following topics the series z hardware concept and the history of the

mainframe virtualization technology in general and how it is exploited by z vm operating systems that can run as

guest systems under z vm z vm components the z vm control program and commands the interactive environment

under z vm cms and its commands z vm planning and administration implementing the networking capabilities of z

vm tools to monitor the performance of z vm systems and guest operating systems the rexx programming language

and cms pipelines security issues when running z vm

DB2 Universal Database for OS/390 V7.1 Application Certification Guide

2002

what is ibm multi factor authentication mfa ibm mfa consists of the following elements something that you know such

as a personal identification number pin or a password something that you are such as a finger print or retinal scan

something that you have such as a hard token for example a key fob or soft token which is software based this ibm

redpapertm publication helps you install customize and configure ibm mfa for z os v1 1 0 it also provides information

that is based on our experience in a controlled environment

Common Graphics Library (CGL). Volume 2: Low-level User's Guide

1989

neither a starting linux book nor a dry reference manual this book has a lot to offer to those coming to fedora from

other operating systems or distros behdad esfahbod fedora developer this book will get you up to speed quickly on

fedora linux a securely designed linux distribution that includes a massive selection of free software packages fedora

is hardened out of the box it s easy to install and extensively customizable and this book shows you how to make

fedora work for you fedora linux a complete guide to red hat s community distribution will take you deep into

essential fedora tasks and activities by presenting them in easy to learn modules from installation and configuration

through advanced topics such as administration security and virtualization this book captures the important details of

how fedora core works without the fluff that bogs down other books and help how to web sites instead you can learn

from a concise task based approach to using fedora as both a desktop and server operating system in this book you

ll learn how to install fedora and perform basic administrative tasks configure the kde and gnome desktops get

power management working on your notebook computer and hop on a wired or wireless network find install and
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update any of the thousands of packages available for fedora perform backups increase reliability with raid and

manage your disks with logical volumes set up a server with file sharing dns dhcp email a server and more work

with fedora s security features including selinux pam and access control lists acls whether you are running the stable

version of fedora core or bleeding edge rawhide releases this book has something for every level of user the

modular lab based approach not only shows you how things work but also explains why and provides you with the

answers you need to get up and running with fedora linux chris tyler is a computer consultant and a professor of

computer studies at seneca college in toronto canada where he teaches courses on linux and x window system

administration he has worked on systems ranging from embedded data converters to multics mainframes

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

1977

aandacht voor de ontwikkeling van groei en opbrengstmodellen

DB2 Universal Database for OS/390 Version 7.1 Certification Guide

2001

a perennial bestseller the digital avionics handbook offers a comprehensive view of avionics complete with case

studies of avionics architectures as well as examples of modern systems flying on current military and civil aircraft

this third edition includes ten brand new chapters covering new topics and emerging trends significant restructuring

to deliver a more coherent and cohesive story updates to all existing chapters to reflect the latest software and

technologies featuring discussions of new data bus and display concepts involving retina scanning speech interaction

and synthetic vision the digital avionics handbook third edition provides practicing and aspiring electrical aerospace

avionics and control systems engineers with a pragmatic look at the present state of the art of avionics

MacBook Pro 2021 with M1 Max Chip User Guide

2021-11-13

a complete guide to hp vue for the beginning day to day user this indispensable book covers over 100 of the most

useful hp ux commands including real world screen displays to illustrates concepts dozens of tips to save keyboard

strokes and increase productivity and hints and suggestions for customizing hp vue setup files for your specific

needs
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Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents

1994

Agricultural Libraries Information Notes

1980

Forestry Research West

1980

Technical Reports Awareness Circular : TRAC.

1987-10

General Technical Report RMRS

2002

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports

1989

MATLAB® Recipes for Earth Sciences

2020-12-02

Look Smarter Than You Are with Essbase - An End User's Guide

2008-06-01
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USDA Forest Service General Technical Report INT.

1979

Technical Abstract Bulletin

1978

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications

1994

A User's Guide to Community Entry for the Severely Handicapped

1985-09-30

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Select Committee on Small

Business

1967

Oracle PL/SQL Programming

2002

Linear Static Analysis User's Guide

2011-10-28
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InfoWorld

1985-06-10

Introduction to the New Mainframe: z/VM Basics

2008-01-10

User's Guide for Building and Operating Environmental Satellite Receiving

Stations

1997

IBM MFA V1R1: TouchToken, PassTicket, and Application Bypass Support

2016-12-23

Fedora Linux

2006-10-17

Proceedings--growth and Yield and Other Mensurational Tricks

1985

Digital Avionics Handbook

2017-11-22
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HP-UX User's Guide

1995
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